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INSTINCT, EMOTION, MIND, AND SPIRIT: THE MANY
FACES OF ETHNICITY

Sérgio Neves Dantas

1. The Biopsychological Dimension ofEthnicity - The Role of
Gender

This section is aimed at contemplating some hypothesis on the
genesis of cthnic phenomenon, through psychoiogical and biological
explanations. Probative questions that 1 raise include: Is there an instinetive
behavior? Is there such a thing as "natural propensity" for ingroup/outgroup
hostility and ingroup solidaiity? Can intrautetine union and dependence on
the mother be considered as the root causes ofethnic behavior?

With these in mmd, 1 make an attempt to extend some basic
theoreiical assumptions already taken by some specialists from the field of
group psycholog)ç by examining the relationship between gender issues
and ethnic dynamics. As we shall see, gender relations play an important
role in ethnicity; they lie at the core ofphenomena such as group formation
and hostility against outsiders, as well as ofthe definition and preservation
of group boundaries and membership. To iliustrate and support my
arguments 1 refer mainly to secondaiy sources: flndings drawn upon te
study of hunting and gathering societies..

The International Relations Coinmittee of (JAP - (iroup for te
Advancement ofPsychiatry - on its report n o 123, suggest a strong
correlation between ethnic behavior and biology. Essentially, a
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:
-series ofpsychological perspectives on the relationship,

in essence, the continuity, between the individual and
the group... a continuity that has its origins in long-
forgotten biological union with and dependence on
mother for physical survival and physiological
homeostasis. The continuity draws upon later
developmental stages of gradual differentiation from
mother. (GM 05).

From this prospect, ethnic behavior is understood within a frame
ofinterrelated trends ofhuman bebavior that are drawn on this "continuity
between the individual and the group", manifested throughout one
individual's life, and passed from generation to generation. It reflects a
series ofinnate tendencies developed from childhood that remain in ali of
us throughout adult life.

Characteristic elements of ethnicity such as hostility to outsiders,
internal cohesiveness, and group identity, have their counter-parts in early
developments on the child-mother relationship. For instance, a sense of
weakness, the comniittee say, starts whenthe child comes to the realization
ofthe outer world - the others - beyond the mother/child sphere. This
expiaS thetendency, in early ages, to idealize the mother as omnipotent
and "to extract from her power and perfections." (07) As far as group
behavior is concerned, this tendency finds its expression on the strong
sense ofcommunity, group attachment, and intemal solidarity. Similarly,
the child's reaction of feeling uncomfortable with and avoiding the stranger
has its counter-part on group disparities and hostility toward outsiders.

But along the speclntm individual-group/childhood-adult life a sedes
ofother events determine the course ofgroup behavior. These events can
only be grasped through the study ofgender.

Gender analysis serves as a bridge to understand these parallel
connections between the individual and the group. It also ofl'ers a new
perspective to understand the genesis of inter-ethnic group behavior as
ultimate projections ofthe relationship between the sexes in a particular
given society.

The biological union and dependence on mother, formulated by
the GM are the root causes of male vulnerability and insecurity and
constitute, according to Peggy R. Sanday, the base of male antagonistic
and aggressive behavior iii inter-sex relationships. (85-86)
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The case ofthe Mundurucu societies, in low land Amazon, is veiy
typical ofsuch a situation. Because it provides us with rich material on
gender issues that are usefiil to the discussion on ethnicity, 1 present first a
brief description of the Mundurucu social life. Later, 1 suggest some
explanations to link these gender-related findings to ethnicity.

According to Yolanda and Robert Murphç manied anthropologists
who lived with the Mundunxoi, althoughthe status ofwomen is undoubtedly
inferior to that ofthe meti, "...the relation between the sexes is not one of
simple domination and submissiveness, but one ofideological dissonance
and real opposition." (Murphy, 113).

The Murphy's observed that sex roles are weli grasped by the
understanding ofa simpie myth involving the invention ofthe flutes - sacred
musical instruments. The flutes are beieved to have supernatural power -
the spirits ofthe ancestors - which is extended to those who possess
them. In contemporary Mundurucu society, these sacred instruments are
taboo for women to see, but it was women, according to the myth, who
first discovered them. As fhr as the myth goes, men took the flutes from
the women and then gained doniinance. Since then, as Murphy noted,

the veiy fact that the women were believed to have once
been dominant bespeaks a latent fear that they can
become dominant again .... Women, as a people, are not
inferior, for otherwise the rebeilion ofthe males would
have been unnecessary. (Murphy, 117).

Men were abie to take the trumpets from women and gain
ascendancy for only men can hunt and ofFer meat to the ancestor spitits.
The latter, the native Mundurucu believes, demand ritual offerings ofmeat
in orderto ensure fertility ofhumans and animais. The male ascendancy in
today's Mundurucu societyis maintained by strict control overthe women
in ali aspects oflife. In fact, the dominance ofmen is manifested through
Mundurucu rires and ceremonies and by mies governing female conduct.
Women are supposed to act passivelytoward men, to not look directly at
a man, to travei in bands, and ofcourse, as Murphy says, to not "spy the
sacred instruments". When a woman violares these roles, she poses a
threat to male "supeiiority", and the control mechanism comes in the fonn
ofgang rape.
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The maintenance ofthe dominance ofmen, Murphy notes, through
a number ofdeviees such as male rituais, ceremonies, men's house mies,
and gang rapes is a proofofthe fragility oftheir own superiority. "Ifthe
men really were all that powerfi.tl, they wouldn't need such rigmarole." In
short, the motive behind dominance of men is masculine insecurity which is
manifested in the form of defensive hostility towards women.

Male vulnerability and hostility to women, is the focus ofanalysis
of a number ofother researcherswho also studied the Mundurucu groups.
PeggyR. Sanday, lii her article "Rape and the Silencing ofthe Ferninine"
argues that sexual antagonisms and male violent bebavior such as rape
"...can be understood as a fomi of silencing or concealing male vulnerability
and maternal dependence."(Sanday, 85). Man's insecurity, she says, is
rooted in the boy's early dependency - both physical and psychological -
ofthe maternal body. In order to overcome this natural feeling, he resorts
to symbolic artifacts (such as trumpets) to recreate the female maternal
body under bis control. To suppress dependence and insecurity the
Mundumcu men resort to te control oftrumpets and by ritua]ly performing
with tem he experiences independence and autonomy. In Sanday's words:

• . .the maturing male must reject part of himself that
devei oped as a natural consequence ofmatemal nuituring.
In doing so, he suppresses bis own vulnerabiity and the
knowledge ofhis body experienced while suckling at bis
mother's breasts. (Sanday, 86).

Au alternative psychological perspective on gender links this need
to dissociate from mother with the urge to maintain human fertility. This
approach is generaily associated with Freud's theory oføedipal Stage
(Craib, 44-51). Freud's theory is based on the development ofhuman
sexuality from birth to adult life. This can be an example of what te
Committee on International Relations ofGPArefers as,

The process of individualization [that] is constantly
subject to fluctuation aiong a normal progression/
regression axis and fornis, a prototype for an adult life
afiuiiation/separation firnction in interpersonal and
intergroup relations. (GPA, 05)
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Freud argues that there are various stages in the development of
human sexuality: the oral, anal, phallic, pre-genital and finailythe oedipal
stage - the moment when boys and giris mature and become ready for
each other. At theinitial stages, Cra,bs argues, "... the sexual Sinct attaches
itselfto the new bom baby's needs for selfpreservation, for food". Both
boys and giris desire the mother. Finally, during the oedipal stage, the boy
expeiiences the prohibition ofincest to achieve genital heterosexuality Both
requirements, prohibition ofincest and heterosexuality, are believed te be
driven by social needs. "Te allow incestuous relationships would be to
allow society te fragment into small self-contained groups. Mother-son
incest is partieularly dangerous because it is unlikely te Iead to the production
of a new generation."(Craib, 50).

Sanday's example ofGilbert Herdt's study of Sambia male initiation
seems to fit with Freud's hypothesis. Sarnbia initiation involves ritual
homosexuality - a necessaiy stage for the young to achieve independence
from mother, and to mature for adult life. Boys begin te identifjr themselves
no longer with the mothers (maternal separation) but with the masculinity
ofthe bachelor& The final stage of their development is then achieved
when boys become adults and ready for heterosexual relations. (Sanday,
88-89).

To summarize, men's needs ofgradual separation from mother -
from childhood through adult life - create boundaries between the sexes
and feelings for inclusiveness and exclusiveness. For the Mundurucu, the
primary residence ofmen, the men's house, is also the place where the
tmmpets are guarded and kept away from women's sight. The men's house
reilects and reinforces the extreme separation ofthe sexes whlle it represents
a symbol ofmen's solidaiity; men are united against a common threat - the
women. To better characterize the "battle ofthe sexes" in the Mundurucu
society, the Murphy's compare it to being carried on not by ".. .individual
gladiators... but byarmies." They conclude:

The sexes among the Mundurucu indeed constitute a
division of the population along lines of anatomical
difl'erence and fljnction.... But the split is more than that.
Bach sex is a social entity, each has its own internal
organization, and each has a sense ofsolidarity, and a
consciousness of its own unity and its opposition te the
other(Murphy 136).
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Ali these seem to indicate that the developmental stages ofthe
individual can be conceived on the basis ofindividual-group dialectic
interaction, from the uterine phase to group behavior in adult life, as
suggested by the GAP. This individual/group interaction can be seen as
successive stages of assoe ation/dissociation, first from motheç then from
women, leading finaily as we shall soe to the process ofethnic identification.
One's ethnic consciousness seems to evolve along the individual-group
spectnim in successive stagés or leveis ofidentification: maternal-idenÜtç
peer-identit% gender-identity and ethnic idenüty The creation ofboundazies
and hostility toward outsiders are, in a sense, ultimate expressions ofthe
separateness between the sexes, and group identification and solidarity a
substitute for maternal dependence. Members ofthe group, as GAP suggest,
"...are drawn together by their shared sense ofweakness and their demand
upon one another— and upon the leader especially - for help against an
unfi-iendly outside world" (GM 07).

Still, the last stage - ethnic identification - needs fijrther
explanations. As it is suggested at the beginning, each ofthe trends ofchild
behavior has lis counterpart in group behavior. The universal tendency of
human behavior to affiliate with the familiar and show fear and hostility to
the unknown - the outsider, replicates fite ehild's fear ofthe outer world
(any other beyond the mother/child sphere). Membership provides a
sense ofwell being and sentiments of selfesteem and the trust ofothers
but also the means for the realization ofsecurity and safety.

Dueto the constam threat from outsiders, males resort to a vaiiety
ofways, ambivalent in their nature, to overcome a sense ofweakness and
gain power. Primordial dualistic sentiments such as ofunion/separation
and attachment/hostility seemsto beat work simukaneouslyinthis process
ofmen's gaining power. At the sarne time that man resorts to a variety of
cultural artifacts to dissociate himself from the mother/woman (to gain
independence and control over natural reproductive forces, as described
before) he also seems compelled to associate himselfwith thisfeminine
nature to "extract from women, power and perfection" (Sanday, 88).

The Mundunicu men, for instance, assembie with one another
through syrnbolic apparatus - trumpets - which is modeled on female
reproductive flinctions. As Sanday observes,

.this is much more than womb ein'y. It is male dependence
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on the feminine reproductive model for their masculine
sense ofself, power and control... the trumpet complex
recreate the feminine in a male image, establlshing for men
a means ofescaping from and taking their revenge against
an entrapping nature, which they perceive as dominating
them. (87).

In another part the sarne author also notes that during the Sambia
initiation ". . .[Sambia] boys leam to give up their dependence on the female
world for the hardened masculine qualities of young men ready for war."
(89). Likewise, the Shavante Initialization ceremony is one ofthe strongest
exarnples ofsuch an episode; thus, 1 describe it in more detail.

To fiilly achieve bis maturity the young Shavante has to perform an
extensive ritual in which the whole fl-il,e pailicipates in some way— including
the women. The ceremony is a form ofhostility to women in the form of
rape as part ofan extensive men's initialization rite called Wai'a, in David
Lewis words: "A communication ofpower to the initiated men." (Lewis,
266). This ceremonial rape ofwomen, the author continues, is a necessary
step for the young Shavante to gain power and achieve bis manhood.
Bellicosity is the most important symbolic element in the ritual, as an
expression ofmanhood. In Lewis words, "They have to demonstrate their
ferocity in three ways, by killing Simihepãri (a symbol offierceness), by
raping the women, and by killing one oftheir own nurnber." (265).

As Lewis observes, there are mo dimensions ôfthis power (or
ferocity):

the sexual aspect offerocity—broadly speaking, sexual
power [and] .. .the non-sexual aspect of ferocity,
aggressive power. . . .The combination of sexuality and
aggression [theauthorargues] couldhardlybemoreaptly
expressed than in aceremonial rape. (266).

According to Lewis, these two different dimensions ofpower
resembie Freud's pattern of non-generative power - aggression and
generative power - sexuality. Given the constant threat from outsiders, the
men need to control women in order to communicate these female powers
toward themselves and gain bellicosity. The author associates bellicosity
with Shavante factionalism and hostility toward outsiders. Lewis notes that
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there is a strong con'elation between ceremonial hostility towards women
and strong factionalism. Among sociies vvith severe factionalism, he says,
"the Kaiapo have a ceremonial rape similar to the Shavante rite and the
Sherente men's societies would ritually threaten the women's society and
mime the killing of a woman." (306).

Societies such as the Shavante, Sherente and Yanomamo,
extremely fierce peoptes, also share strong tnarks ofethnocentiism as well
as a steady sense of community and interna! cohesiveness. Conversely,
Tukanoan and Tukuna communities, reveal striking contrast, when
compared with the previous cases; thus, it may be helpfiul to examine these
cases to test gender and ethnic issues the other way around.

For instance, despite gender dispazities, hostilltytowards women
is almost nonexistent among Tucanoan and Tukuna societies and warffire
is absent. lii fàct, Jackson's analysis ofthe dissimilariües in the relationship
between the sexes among distinct Indigenous communities refers to the
fact that while fightings and raids are still present aznong Yanomamos and
Shavantes (communities with strong factionalisms), cessation ofwarfare
among Tukanoans cccxi sts with a làir degree ofequality between the sexes.
Also, ethnocenttism and boundaiy creation among Tucanoan and Tucuna
groups are not so apparent.

This is in accordance with the points already made, but yet, it
does not coincide with Jackson's explanations for interna! solidarily.
Among these two groups interna! solidarity is not bulit upon a sense of
weakness or fiight dueto possible threats from outsiders, nõr does it aiise
as an ultimate expression ofcohesiveness among each group's sex Tukuna
women's initialization ceremony - the most important ritual in this society
- is a good example of the unique pattem in inter-sex relationships and
can serve here to ilusirate how gender plays a role in crealing and maintaining
interna! solidarity.

The ritual, which is performed byboth thewomen and meti, marks
the moment when a girl becomes a woman; in her transformation she
becomes fertile and experienced. It is also a moment when the giri
expetiences the separation from the world ofnature and immerses herself
in the world of culture - one ofmaturity. In BruceLincoln's words, "From
chaos to cosmos or immatuiity to matuiity."

In contrast to the Shavante men's initiation ceremony, at Tukuna
women's initiation, both men and women take active part in every step of
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the ritual. They perform the actstogether, singing and dancing, and ali the
preparafive for the event are collectively organized.

This is not to say, though, that there is no opposition between the
sexes. Duiing the ritual it is the men who suppress the earthly elements of
the initiant while the "women give the 'support' ofher fellow women....
lhe man is the Sigator ofthe ordeal.... Heis set abovethe iniiiant, physically
as well as hierarchically. The women are identifled with the initiant: they sit
as she sits, forrning a group."

But despite the fact that gender roles are cteaily manifested during
the ceremony, Lincoin argues that the overall meaning, symbolism and
purpose ofthe ritual are to penriit society to maintain its sense ofsolidaiity.
InLincolnwords:

Although te conflicting claims ofmen and women to
the soul ofthe initiant are evident at numerous points,
parti cipants on lhe whote act as members ofthe broader
society, rather than as members of one specific sex.
Society as a whole is the agent in women's initiation,
acting tu preserve te stability ofthe social collectively
rather than pursuing te specific interests of either gender,

So lar 1 have suggested that gender lies at te core of a number of
characteristic events of ethnicity, such as boundary creation, interna!
cohesiveness, group attachment and hostility to outsiders. lxi the fotiowing
and final part, gender issues are explored to frame different sorts ofevents
involved in ethnic dynaniic, those of ethnic-deflning mechanisms of
maintenance and preservation ofaccess to group membership.

Another component ofgender that seems to be implicit in Sanday's
arguments earlier discussed, is that man's insecurity dueto the natural

feminine is also associated with Es anxious feelings toward te forces of
nature; women, because they give birth, are "perceived as closer to the
state ofnature than men" (Craib, 51). Men, as well as te community at a
large, primarily depend on flsh or game - resources from the wor!d of
nature— forte continuation ofhuman lifè and atire. Hunting and gathering
societies survival hanily depends on lhe balance between animal and human
fertility. Female fertility is necessary to keep the continuation ofsociety,
but overpopulation can become a threat to lhe adequate supplement of
game and fish.
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These constraints create two diametiically opposing social diives:
the need to multiply, iii order to produce and reproduce society, and the
need to restrain and limit human fertility to avoid imbalancesbetween human
population and resources. Eventuallç these two driving social needs have
to be harmonized. This stniggle for balance has been referred to by some
schoiars as the root cause ofthe formation ofkinship arrangements, group
formation, and the foundations ofcivilization. (Lan Craib, 1990, Bruce
Lincoin, 1981).

Levis-Strauss theory ofcirculation ofwomen provides the basis
ofmany arguments conceming the foundations ofcivilization and the
formation ofkinship roles. lan Craib's accounts onthis respect suggest
that lhe reasons for the contrai over women rest on many facts, inciuding:

lhe reproduction ofthe population depends upon the
number ofwomen ofchild-bearing age who are available
to bear children. The circulation ofwomen enabies the
control of this number.... Kinship mies enabiing the
circulation ofwomen also ensure that ifthere is a shortage
ofwomen of child-bearing age, then those available are
enabied to bear chiidren, since they are assigned to a
husband; and ifthere is a surpius, then some will lack
husbands and there will not be apopulation increase which
would strain the resources ofthe society.... Women [also]
are more essential to reproduction than men - a society
could not survive with a few women ofchild-bearing age;
but it could survive ifmost men were eiiminated and a few
kept in a cage somewhere. Again [Craib says], women
have to be controlled and circumsaibed: the whole system
can be seen as buiit upon womb envy on the part ofthe
inessential male. (Craib, 51).

The case ofYanomamo societies, in the borda between Venezuela
and Brazil, is relevant to examine this hypothesis and to introduce the
subsequent discussion.

Contrarily to the Mundurucu case, the Yanamamo dweliings are
not built around the men's house but they constitute a common roof
organized internally ofa series ofindividual &mlly houses. The relationship
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between the sexes is not governed by a strong opposition, but it is
illustrative, as Napofeon Chagon describes it, " ... ofthe strong niasculine
role and feminine submissiveness." (Chagon, 111). From an eariy age
women are taught to work hard iii the household (even more than boys)
and to be prepared to mariy wdll beibre they reach puberty. Contrarily to
men, theyhave no say in terms oftheir prefèrences and wishes; their kinsmen
make the decision of promising them to some husband. (111-113).

To some extent we may see a woman in the Yanornamo society as
an object through which the interests and demands of men are met. Such
an object serves also to perpetuate or establish power among enemy ttibes
since captured women during wars are the most valuable reward for the
winr'ing party. Indeed, the capture and rape ofwomen is one ofthe major
justifications for wars and raids. Likewise, demand for women is an
importam requirement in the formation ofailiances and political ties.(146-
151).

A hiding dimension on the importance ofwomen in boundaries
maintenance and group identifications is associated to what VuBinia Sapiro
refers as "... focal point of kinship based primary solidarities." (Sapiro,
46). In other words, masculine solidarity is built upon the preservation of
kinship roles, as the basic parameter ofmaintaining social order, and it
stands beyond normative notions associated withwars and raids. To give
an example from the Yanomamo, when a captured woman has ties of
kinship with the aggressors she is not raped. flus, the precedence of
kinship mies, especially the role of the "fàther"— the headinan, the brother,
or the husband - can protect women in most cases. Indeed, a woman,
Chagon says, can escape from maitreatment iii the maniage by fleeing to
another viliage (even an enemy village) and finding another husband, or
she can also count on her brothers for protection against a cruel husband.
(111-114).

Butyetprotectionisarelativetemi. Itwoiildbebettercharactetized
as the man's protection (or defense) ofhis own honor and identity. Sapiro's
analysis refersto this fhct as that " ... women continue to represent the privacy
ofthe group", a valuable community possession and symbol for men's
sense ofhonor (46, 40). She continues,

[women] are principal vehicles from transmitting values
from one generation to the next; they are bearers ofthe
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conimunity's fliture generations [and they] are regarded
as particularly vubierableto defllement and exploitation
by oppressive others. (42).

As the author observes, inter-group conflict can be interpreted as
the expression and manifestation ofthe "politics ofhonor" through the
assault ofthe women. (40). Community-defining stniggles and preservafion
of group boundaries are thus, articulated through the violation and
manipuiation ofwomen sexuality. The assault of a woman by an outsider
represent, in "symbolic" terms, the assauit ofone's sense ofethnic identity
and belonging, an oppressive invasion of the privacy ofthe group.

So lar 1 have offered a perspective in ethnicity that looks at the
ethnic phenomenon and behavior as projections to the group levei ofcertain
biological and psychological traits ofhuman nature. 1 have suggested that
one's sense ofethnic identity emerges as a result ofa network ofprimordial
ties derived in essence from biological union with the mothet This assertion
was based on some ofthe theorethical considerations fonnulated by the
Committee ofintemational Relations of GAP ai the sarne time that some
attempts were made to check their hypothesis with the exarnination of
group behavior in a number ofcases from hunting and gathering societies.'
In doing so, 1 also have suggested that much ofthe theory formulated by
the GAP can be complemented with the study of gender. As we saw,
gender issues are closely linked to phenomena such as óthnocentrism,
boundary creation, and hostility toward outsiders and they also play an
important role as explanatory categories iii the developmental stages of
one's selfidentificaüon.

Yet, anaiysis was mostly concerned with the emoüonal and physical
needs ofthe individual as he or she distinguishes "others" from the motheç
duiing the process of his/her sense of ethnic identity. The rest ofthis paper
deals with more intense processes ofethnic identification directiy related
to the individual's demands for purpose and meaning in life. These demands
are deeper and perhaps associated with the most powerfiul emotional
component ofethnicity.

It is importam to note that any attempt of cross-cultural comparisons involves some
uncertainties. Ethnographic work among Ibe many different case studies was done within
considerable time discrepancies frorn one case to anolher. Particularly to Amazonian societies,
it is pnident to observe tlie fact that they were affected (and are still baing affected) by
externa! Brazilian influence in different degrees according to time and location, making it
difficu!t to compare data with some accuracy.
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H. The Existential Perspective

The analysis ofthe psychological and biological dimensions ofthe
ethnic phenomenon presented iii the preceding section focused mainly on
relevant issues concerning the relationship among individual, group, and
gender, as inter-referent categoiies ofone's sense ofethnic identity. Despite
the làct that coilective categories suchasgroup ttaclmeni intatal solidatity
and hostility toward outsiders were used to frame issues, emphasis was
given to the individual. In other words, efforts were concentrated on
explaining ethnicity in terms of the development ofthe selfwithin the
spectnm: individual-motheç individual-opposite sex, andindi'vidual-society

In this final section 1 complement the preceding analysis by focusing
on the society as a whole. To some extent, individual inputs (whether
male or f=ale) are still considered to explain ethnic behavior, but emphasis
is given to the individual while he or she is a participant in the broader
society. Society itselfis taken as an agent by which one's sense ofethnic
identity is engendered, maintained, and reinforced.

In this sense, the emotional depth ofone's ethnicity is deflned in
more abstract terms and can be seen as shaped by coilective categories.
Some suggested by scholars are "coilective oiigin", "common ancestry",
"common kinship", and so on. (Connor, 74). To illustrate, a short yet deep
conceptualization ofethnicity is given by Hoyt Alverson as,

• ..an essenlial orientation to the past, to coilective oiigin.
Celebrated in rituaIs, naintives and histories, ethnicity
is the sense ofbeloriging, the submersion ofthe selfin
something that transcends seg the "we-ness?' ofheritage
andancestty.(Alverson, 15).

To a deeper understanding of one's sense ofethnic identification it
is importam, however, to diflérentiate ethnic feelings and sentiments, such
as those associated with common origin, from the literal meaning that they
carry. When we refer to ethnicity as associated with a sense ofcommon
ancestry, for instance, this does not mean that ali members of a given
collectivity are necessarily bonded together by a common progenitor. As
E.KFrancis well observed,

People do not necessarily identif, themselves with others
or extend sentiments of solidatity to them, simply because
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they are "objectively" descended from common
ancestors. Precisely the reverse may be generaily true:
because they are somehow associated with each other,
th'tendtoexpressdt.relationshiphitctams. Myths
of common origin, fictitious kinship, or symbolic
identification with a descent group serve to legitimaze
and strengthen already existing solidajities. (39).

Group bonds are, in a sense, more "emotional creations" than
coilectivemanifestationsofbiological realities. As Walker Connor adverts,
"..it is not what is but whal people believe is that has behavioral
consequences." (75).

Shavante societies, for instance, believe that,

this natural order ofthings was at some time created
and peopled with Shavante who are ofcthonian origin.
As soon as they emerged from the ground they divided
into three clans, which have theretbre been part and parcel
ofShavante society since the beginning oftime. (Lewis,
286).

The Yanomamo believes as Napoleon Chagon explains that man
was created when "... a chunk ofhedu —visible sky - broke off and feil
downward. ' The layer that formed, "...  characterized by jungle, rivers,
plants... [was then] covered with people", the original humans, that is,
Yanomamos. (Chagon, 90-9 1). And yet, the Nuer and Dinka, Nilotic
peoples ofthe Southem Sudan, explain their common origin as associated
with two brothers, two sons of a common deity that eventually migrated
and constituted separated ethnic units. (Francis, 16).

This distinction between emotional-based abstractions and actual
reality becomes more apparent when ethnicity is the primary focus in the
study ofnationalism (or ethnonationalism). Waiker Connor, for instance,
in trying to explain the nature of ethnonationai bonds - what produces and
distinguishes nationai consciousnéss - does not allude to common heritage
or common kinship on its literal terms. lnstead, he prefers the use ofterms
as myth of common ancestry, kinship, etc. In other words, he stresses
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the relevance ofdistinguishing attitude from facts ofdiscemirig "strict real
descendence" from "intuitive sense ofconsanguinity". Inhis own words,
"li is te intuitive conviction which can give to nations a psychological
dimension approxirnating that ofthe extended family, that is, a feeling of
comrnon blood lineage." In rnetaphorical terms, "thinking with the heart
(or with the blood) ratherthan with the mmd." (94).

Along the sarne limes, Tourj Atabaki's defiriition ofnalion inch.tdes
explanations associated with "...the desire of a people ... to be called and
conceived of as a nation." (14). Here, it becomes clearthat this desire
itself is the breeding element of a nation. Such aspiration gives substance
to what has no substance on its own so that the nation as irnagined
community rernains alive in people's hearts. As a matter offact, as Benedict
Anderson exemplifles, " ... even the smallest nation will never know most of
their fellow members, rneet theni, or even hear oftheni, yet in the minds of
each lives the image oftheir communion." (qtd. in Atabaki, 15).

In short, there is a self-conscious need to create one coliective
abstract entity - we, te people, te nation, the village - that gives people,
in retum, a sense ofuniqueness, solidarity, and grounds for selfesteem.
Such feelings are collectively expeiienced, that is, they constitute common
marks, lhe elements ofone's ethnic identity. lii other words, belonging to a
collectivity is an important factor for te individual's sense ofself oras
Alverson puts it, " ... ethnic identity ..lies at te core of self-identity." (16).

Myths ofheritage, ancestor, ldnship orfaith are symbolic construas
that distinguish self-defiSg ethnic entities. These myths hold images, values
and traditions that are defined on the basis of what people believe to have
in common, as a group. 1 will refer to this way of looking at ethnic
phenomenon as the solidarityapproach.

Yet, another perspective in ethnicity, that 1 may cali lhe conflict
approach, explains ethnic identities and rnyths ofcommon origin nol lii
terma of what people have in common but ofin what ways they differ
from others. A sense ofuniqueness is borne not from sentiments ofcornmon
roots and origins but from the ernulation of the antithese. (iroup
distinctiveness and one's sense ofidentity are constructed and preserved
by means of ethnic boundaries which are associated with the need to
diflèrentiate from an outsidet

These outsiders, howeveç are more imaginaiy constructs than real
social entities. Similarly as we have seen for te solidaiity approach, ethnic
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behavior is essentially built upon "mmd creations". The opposition we-
they need to be underlined, socialized, and ritualized in orderto become
real. B. E Porshnev, in bis article" Opposition as a Component ofEthnic
SeIf-consciousness", explains:

These "strangers". are invisibly but psychologically
present in all the practices of the ethos.... In other words,
"we" has no positive definition ofits own and is built in
the mmd only through contraposition to the "they"
category. (142-143)

The Iatter analysis is essential to explain ethnocenlrism, a group
behavior defined, in general terras, as associated with "individual biases
towards his/her ethnic group, and against other ethnic groups." (kellas,
05). In other words, differentiation ofthe ingroup from outgroups and
delineation ofborders is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
fblfillment of one's sense of ethnic identity. Group members need to
exaggerate difièrences across borders and denigrate the "other" in order
to enhance the perceptions of themselves as a distinctive entity. The
preservation ofone's ethnic identity and self-esteem correspond to the
need ofnourishing the group's pride and to having an enemy, who is
regarded as being inferior. This mutual differentiai treatment between the
two groups is, according to Brewer Campbell, ". . .likely to take the form
ofadulation ofthe ingroup and, iii contrast, derogation ofoutgroups."
(74-75).

An interesting assessment on group perceptions and behavior in
terms of ethnic distinctiveness and identity is madeby Eugeen Roosens.
He basically points out that intergroup ethnic perceptions are magnified in
direct proportion to geographical and social proximity ofthis distinctive
"other". In his book, intended to analyze the process ofethnogenesis,
Roosens observes that,

The intensitywithwhich agroup profiles itselfas anethnic
group, and with which individuais stress their ethnicit
generaily increases when there is intense spatial-
geographical and social contact between groups. The
most isolated "traditional group ofpeople is probably
the least ethnically self-defined. (12).
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Ail tese fhcts together seem to converge to a way ofapproaching
te ethnic phenomenon in terms oflinkages and interconnections between
te two preceding perspectives earlier discussed, that is, as a combinailon
ofsolidarity and conflict approaches. There seems to be a sort of
symbiotic interaction - mutual interdependence - between groups, that is
dualistic and ambivalent in its nature.

Symbiosis, according to Oxford Advanced Leamed's Dictionaty
means: "The living together oftwo dissimilar organisms often iii mutually
beneficial relationship." Ia the context of ethnic relations this mutual
interdependence may take the form of a looking-glass self theory2
projected to te group-level. Individual groups depend on each other for
the development oftheir fiill self-awareness as ethnic groups. Borders
between tem can be seen as symbolic mirrors through which te group's
own appearance is enhanced by reflection ofother people's distinct folk-
ways. But te fiulfillment ofagroup's self-image depends on te efl'ectiveness
ofthis "mirror". The more contradictory and distinct is te "other" the
more evident a group self-image becomes. In other words, the fiill
development ofone's group ethnic identity requires te creation ofenough
of a distance and separateness from this distinct "other".

In fact, Touraj Atabaki refers togmup idenilty as the "...image
by which the group is identified and in terms ofwhich the group can be
recognized as reproducing itself in successive generations as distinet from
[athers]." (15). This image cmi be forged by any fïctor of culture (oras a
combination ofthem) as religion, language, tenitor,ç etc, as longas it gives
te group its distinctiveness, its personality Considerreligion, fbrexample.

To iliustrate te strong association of religionwith nation, Atabalci
explains the significance ofthe temi mel/ai (which means nation), by
using a piece of te poetic work by Safi 'Alishah': "Oh Christian! since
you are ofthe meilai of Jesus, You have no connection with te mel/aí of
Islam." (16). Likewise, "In the"blackNorth"oflreland, ... asintheMlddle
East", Joseph Curran explains, religion is what distinguises"us" from "theni",
especially for protestants."(148). In addition, as Walker Connor points
out, '. . .the northem, Mahayana Buddhism, common to China, Korea,
Japan, and Vietnani, differs from lhe more pacifist Theravada (Hlnayana)
Buddhism ofBurma, Thailand, and Cambodia" (137).

2 For detaila about the Ihcory of Looking Glass Scif ate lan Robertson, Sociology, Worth
Publishers, Inc., New York, NY, 1987.
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In short, a group self-image and distinctiveness depend upon the
creation of a rigid lime between the out and in-groups; or, keeping sith the
"mirror-methaphor", boundaiies need to be solid, opaque, and yet lustrous,
just like a rigid mirror. Intergroup hostility provides the border with the
necessaiy rigidness and opaqueness; rituais, religion, language, and myths
provide the lustrousness, the needed itor of a mirror's reflection, that is,
the existential dimension of inter-ethnic boundaiies and behavior.

B.F. Porshnnev also make use ofmetaphors to explain boundaries
between distinct ethnic groups. Boundary, às the author sees it, is an
imaginary tine that represents the unknown, the weird, the exotic; and
perhaps because ofthis, it is also the locus ofpeople's anxieties, awe and
respect. Porshnev explains with a genetic example from Van Gennep:

The crossing of any border separating human beings -
whether the thresholder of a dwelling an age limit, the
une between the sexes, between night and day, winter
and summer, the boundary between the mutual exclusive
conditions - is regarded as a sacred act, while ali that
lies on either side ofany such crossing beiongs to the
real, everyday world. (qtd. inPorshvev, 145).

Porshnev suggests a model ofethnic self-consciousness based on
"interethnic borders or limes ofcontact". According to him, the characteristic
ofthe borders manifests both dichotomy and ambivaiencé. Two ethnic
groups constitute not simply distinct phenomena, separated from one
another by the presence ofthe bordei; but they are"mutually contradictory...
the border unites that which cannot be united." And beyond the bordei; he
continues, the "contrasting phenomena enter upon their own proper
existence." (144).

M. Some Final Remarks and Conclusions

As mentioned earlier, the central aim ofthis essay isto suggest a
way oflooking at the phenomenon of ethnicity as associated with primordial
traits derived from the physical emotional, inteilectual, and existential
dimensions ofhuman nature. The arguments raised in the two sections
were presented as building blocks to suggest that the ethnic phenomenon
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can be seen as engendered through successive developmental stages in
human litb. Each ofthese stages brings about a distinct dimension ofethnicity
in its integral form. For instance, characteristics ofemotion and instinctive
behavior, described in part one, are mostly concerned with the individual
iii his/her early life while the Iatter analysis in part two is focused on the
mature individual, whose appeals are based on "uhimate" concems iii human
existence - the existenlial dimension.

Individually, the two sections display distinctive characteristic
features of ethnic behavior, yet when analyzed together they complement
one another. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the focus ofanalysis in part
one is the individual while part twa focuses on society as a whole. To
offer a view in ethnicity that integrates both sections 1 now return to the
individual as the primaiy focus.

Throughout the paper, 1 have suggested that etluiic behavior displays
both characteristics of dichotomy and of ambivalence and that such
characteristics are manifested in different leveis ofone's sense ofself,
corresponding to the many stages ofthe individual's life. In this sense,
ethnicity can be grasped in general terms as a process - dialectic and
ambivalent in essence— through which people transcend themselves by
suppressing certain inner realities. The ambivalence rests on the notion
that to transcend the self, primordial traits need to be simultaneously
destroyed and preserved. The process is anal ogous to the development of
atree.

As a tree in its developed form has dissociated itself from the
original fbrm of"seed", humans need to abandon old traits of childhood in
onler to become matured adults. But the character of"tree" liespotentially
in the seed, and even when fiilly developed as a tree, the reality of"seed"
is sufi there. Similady for humans, a natural propensityto grow and develop
is present from early life, and in adulthood some features ofthe child still
remain in the individual. To give an example from group psycho1ogç when
the comn-iittee ofGAP desciibes the process offormation ofprimordial
alilances and "suitable targets for extemalizations", it is explained that "...the
child has invested something ofhimselfinthem ['the other'] , including raw
feelings directed by early concepts of 'me', 'mother-me', and
'mother. "(46). In otherwords, raw feelings ofdependence on mother
need to be negated, destroyed iii their original forrn, and yet preserved in
their essence to assume a new form that conesponds to higher objectives
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and demands. As we saw in part cite, male antagonisticc and violent
behavior towards women can be understood, as suggested by Reeves
Sanday, "...as a form ofsilencing or concealing male vulnerability and
maternal dependence." (85). And yet, the character of "mother" is
preserved iii its original essence, that is, mother as omiipotenz, fi.ill ofpower
and perfections. To overcome bis insecurity and dependence, the
Mundunicu male resorts to a variety ofys including the use ofsyrnbolic
artifacts (trurnpets) to recreate the female maternal body under bis control
(sce page 04). Similarly, Shavante and Sherente men's societies resort to
myths and rituais to threaten the women's society by miming the killing of
a woman, yet to communicate female power to themselves and to gain
bellicosity (see page 09).

Feelings and emotions offeaç =dety worry, wonder, and awe,
which are learned through different phases oftbe individual's life, produce
different leveis ofneeds and demands. lii order to fiilfill these needs and to
achieve an integral sense ofself continuous processes ofnew identifications
take place. Still, these processes involve simultaneous negation and
preservation and are based on dual inferences ofold-new, present-past,
and known-unknown. Ethnicity is this continuous process oftranslbrmation,
ofre-inventing the selftbrough dialectie infèrences. Maturing involves
simultaneous negation and preservation ofold structures to acquire new
ones that correspond to higher needs ofhuman spiiit. Each ofthese needs,
as noted in the introduction, corresponds to difi'erent demands from
successive stages in human development and is crystalizéd in different
components ofethnic phenomenon. For exampie, men's ceremonials and
symbols generate manhood identification, gender and internal solidarity,
and boundaries/hostilitytoward outsiders. Women's ceremonial rites also
contiibute to establishing gender boundaries and cultural distinctiveness as
well as to reinforcing internal soidarity and cohesiveness. Lllcewise, kinship
and language are elements oftribal d.ivisiveness, ethnic identification, and
reference to outsiders as distinct others - those who do not speak the
mother-tongue and do not belong to the sarne kin.

These needs grow deeper as the individual matures and are perhaps
associated with the most powerfil emotional component ofethnicity New
associations/dissociations go beyond peer-groups, gender-groups, or
groups in general. An individual sense of ethos is structured in tenns of
multiple realities that go beyond unidimensional conventions in time, space,
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faith, anil origin. Belonging and identity, for example, can no longer be
seen as achieved through membership in a specific group and place, but
they can be understood as associated with an individual's urge of" ... being
somebody intheworld...", in orderto exist. (Ignatiefi 9-10). These realities
can be envisaged sithin the frame ofsome ofthe universal events ofhuman
expeiience, when belonging and identity come from a distant place, as for
instance, in migrafion.

Boundaties, religion, sense ofplace, all are lost in migrafion, yet,
as Gillian Bottomley explains, "... this movement is a kind ofmethaphor,
literaily 'a carrying across', in which people are translated anil become
capable ofreinventing the sense ofself." (65).

Some of the most interesting accounts on ethnicity, given by
Bottomley in the context ofmigration, is through poetry and stories. To
convey a message about migration labor on ". . .the need to the second
generation to escape, to 'be someone', the author quotes a Greek-boi-n
Australian poet whose favorite theme is migrant workers. Nikos
Papastergiadis's poem, "The New Language" is an example oflinguistic
forms of expression from migrant workers:

Mel don't existIam nothing
They tell meto pack pallets
But mel not stupid
Me 1 know that really these boxes
These boxes stamped COLES NEW WORLD
Mel am building walls - GREAT BIG BROWN COLES
WALLS
(and later)
Mel don't existIam nothing
Study Sonny you have a chance
You must be a someone - anything
Yes 1 exist but only for you!	 (qtd. inBottomley, 69)

lhe fbllowing example is also lilustrative ofthe migratory experience
and shows us how language, religion, and origin gain a new dimension,
bringing color to the phenomenon ofethnicity.

Inhisnationalbestseller, Vargas Llosateilsushowhisschoolfiiend
Saúl Zuratas - a Jew, "a perpetual oulsider" - supposedly becomes a
special member ofthe Machiguenga societ)ç in the Peruvian low land
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Amazon. Although not fully confirined by facts, 3 Liosa desenhes with
convincing arguments Saul's "journey" from the inteliectual world of
academia to a life in thejungle. In tbis journey he left bebind tradition, faltE,
and oiigin, yet, gained meaning self-esteem and hope, in short, bis place
in the world.

It may appear weird or peculiar for a Jew to feel as if bis
"homeland" is in the forest, but yet, the jungle is, in a sense, the place of
humankind's onigins. SaúI hail become a Machiguenga storytelier, as the
author suggests, and for the first time in bis life he must have been
understood, ironically, tbrough a language not ofbis motber-tongue. Tbis
is an example ofbelonging that Mlchael Ignatieffdescnlbes, quoting "Isaiah
Berlin's Two Concepts ofLiberty", as:

When 1 am among my own people, "they understand me,
as 1 understand them and this understanding acates within
me a sense ofbeing somebody iii the world.... People, in
short, speak your language." (Ignatie 10).

Whether or not the Me of Saúl Zuratas can be confimied, Llosa's
story is an impressive charactezization of a human being's fiulfihlment tbrough
membersbip. A kind ofmembersbip hardly defined in conventional terms
- as forged as a sense ofbelonging to a specific people, tradition or place.
Saul's most genuine membership refers not to being a citizen in Peruvian
State or a student iii tbe local university, nor simply an Indian in the forest.
His unfeigned perception of accomplishing membership - within the
Machinguenga community - is only possible because belonging to this
people gives him a sense ofbeing human, belonging to this world.

Yet, Machinguenga's ethnicit,ç in its most deep dimension, is also
structured in terms of a sense ofbeing human and belonging to this world
and are elaborated on the basis of a dialectic process of association/
dissociation that include: the need to dissociate from the state ofnature
and te associate with culture, and to be detached from fears and anxieties
ofisolation, past, and mortality and to assoei ate with unknown realities of
te cosmos. For the Machiguenga, to be pure as a people isto keep their

3 Llosa's only explanation for te mysierious disappearance of bis fellow friend was to suppose
tal he bad ir, fact abandoned modern 11k and careor to tive with lhe Machiguengas. Considering
lhe author's dose friendship i.ith Zunias and bis consistent aiguments based on tini relationsbip
as weil as on real facts, it is only reasonable to believe tini such is lhe case.
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tradition, which means to be in communion with the cosmos, as for instance
"by waiking side by side with the sun." As a matter offact, Saúl Zuratas's
identification with the Machinguenga's life style and behavior represents
more than a coincidence. The Machiguenga themselves, as the Jews, are a
people with a sense ofbeing without land ; their coilective sense ofidentity
is cio sely associated with constant migration - a fhte to live waiking - as it
follows in the axtistic desciiption ofVargas Liosa:

Then why. ..did the men of earthbegin walldng? Because
one day the sun started failing. They walked so that it
wouldn't fali any farther, to help it to rise.... When the
morning light dawned, the i.mdergmwth was already nistling
as they passed; they were already waiking, waiking, in
single file, the men with their weapons at the ready, lhe
women carrying the baskets and trays, the eyes ofeach
and all fixed on lhe sun. We haven't lost ourway yet. Our
determinalion rnust havekept us pure. The sun hasn't fhllen
orce and for all; it hasn't stopped flling yet. It goes and it
comes back, like the souls ofthe fortunate. It heats the
world. The people ofthe earth haven't failen, either. Here
we are. 1 in the rniddle, you ali around me. 1 taiking, you
listening. We live, we waik. That is happiness, à seems.

The whole process is, in essence, a metaphor, "Ia process ofj
understanding and experiencing one kind ofthing in terms ofanother."
(Lakoff, 05). It involves the creation ofnew structures and meanings
which are built upon the well Imown, familiar experiences ofeveiyday 11k.
Myths oforigin are in a sense human efforts to explain and be associated
with the unknown, to have an intimate connection with the sacred and
untouchable realities. These associations lie beyond rnundane events of
life, yet they are structured on the basis of primordial feelings and
perceptions from evetyday events in 11k such as birth, kinship, death, and
matrimony. The Nuer and Dinka, as we saw, are descended from brothers
bom fiDm a common god Yanomamos are ultimate reflections ofunknown
iayers ofcosmos and yet they are also part animal and plant, merged with
familiar elements ofnature.

The following is an example ofMachiguenga's coilective origin
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and ancestiy. li also shows us how one people overcame ultimate concems
ofdeath and isolation and gained eternity by associating themselves with
the the ancestors - the dead ones - virtually, associating themselves with
the very phenomenon of death..The piece is also from Vargas Liosa, a
poetic characterization ofMachiguenga's mythology.

Death was not death. It was going away and coming
back. Instead ofweakening them, it made them stronger,
adding to those who remained the wisdom and the
strength of those who went. "We are and we shall be,"
said Tasurinchi. "It seems that we are not going to die.
Those who went have come back. They are here. They
areus." (38).

In short, throughout one's life spain the human spirit is perpetuated
in culture, virtually "...adding to thosewho remained the wisdom and the
strength ofthose who went." Jndeed, the ancestors are all there. They are
alive iii culture through eterna] dialectic correlations as lifefdeath, nature/
cosmos, we/th man/woman, and me/rnother-me, that materialize human
exigencies of emotion, mmd, and spirit and correspond to different
dimensions ofthe ethnic phenomenon.

Ethnicity is thus all these together - a metaphor, an abstraction, a
dialectic and ambivalent process in people's mmd - and yet, it is what
relieves people's amdeties and gives purpose, coherence, and meaning to
theirlives.
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